You are what you ate: the Biosetpoint hypothesis.
The current epidemic of obesity has developed at a rate that cannot be attributed to genetic drift. Attempts to treat obesity using diet and activity have been largely disappointing. Genes are fixed at conception, but genetic expression is known to be influenced by nutriture during the stages of growth and development, these occurring in humans from conception through arrival at adulthood. Based on an extrapolation from existing data and cultural models, it is hypothesized that there is a mechanism by which diet and lifestyle habits present during the individual stages of growth and development help to define and program genetic expression in a way that resists change. It is through this mechanism that current nutritional and lifestyle practices have impacted genetic expression and contributed to the rapid development of resistant obesity. The details of the interaction between nutrition, lifestyle and genetic expression during growth must be examined, and intervention strategies devised for early stages of growth to prevent the seeds of obesity from taking root.